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The purpose of this study is to forecast rainfall and river water levels for the Kahayan River in Indonesia 
and to provide the forecast information to mitigate peat fires. Specifically, rainfall prediction was done 
first by using the rainfall values observed on the land surface, the dataset provided by the Global 
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) and the Nearest-Neighbor Method (NNM). Then, water level 
prediction was done by inputting the predicted rainfall values into the hydrological model. In forecasting 
the water level, climate changes such as those related to El Niño were taken into consideration by 
incorporating the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) into the forecast factors. The accuracy of water level 
forecasts at times of low water in the dry season with scant rainfall was improved by using the lower limit 
value of predicted rainfall based on the error evaluation. It was demonstrated that long-term water level 
forecasts with 1- to 3-month lead times were able to be done with reasonable accuracy.  
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浸透係数 β 1=0.30 β 2=0.20
L 3=10.00











































































































































予測パターン 予測対象 リードタイム 予測対象期間 構成因子 連続データ数(M) 抽出事例数(K) RMSE Dry-RMSE
① 雨量 1ヶ月 地上雨量 MR=3 130 mm/mon 173 mm/mon
② 雨量 1ヶ月 地上雨量・SST MR=3・MS=4 88 mm/mon 69 mm/mon
③ 雨量 1ヶ月 GPCP雨量 MR(G)=3 115 mm/mon 137 mm/mon
④ 雨量 1ヶ月 GPCP雨量・SST MR(G)=3・MS=4 107 mm/mon 105 mm/mon
⑤ 雨量 1ヶ月 105 mm/mon 96 mm/mon
⑥ 雨量 1ヶ月 GPCP雨量・SST MR(G)=3・MS=4 4 112 mm/mon 108 mm/mon
⑦ 雨量 1ヶ月 118 mm/mon 128 mm/mon
⑧ 雨量 2ヶ月 GPCP雨量・SST MR(G)=4・MS=4 4 111 mm/mon 110 mm/mon
⑨ 雨量 2ヶ月 108 mm/mon 82 mm/mon
⑩ 雨量 3ヶ月 GPCP雨量・SST MR(G)=5・MS=3 3 124 mm/mon 123 mm/mon
⑪ 雨量 3ヶ月 116 mm/mon 87 mm/mon
⑫ 水位 1ヶ月 0.890 m 0.734 m
⑬ 水位 1ヶ月 0.953 m 0.908 m
⑭ 水位 1ヶ月 0.946 m 1.138 m
⑮ 水位 1ヶ月 1.219 m 1.110 m
⑯ 水位 1ヶ月 1.459 m 1.935 m
⑰ 水位 2ヶ月 1.055 m 1.004 m
⑱ 水位 2ヶ月 0.954 m 0.757 m
⑲ 水位 3ヶ月 1.236 m 1.208 m





























































上限値：   850)(0 .dxxf
maxr
          (2) 
下限値：   150)(0 .dxxf
minr









































































































































































































































































































































































3) 地球規模気候変動のうち，El Niño eventを考慮した水
位予測の可能性を示した． 
今後の課題として，インドネシア周辺海域の海面水温
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図-12 気象変動による水位変化が激しい近年の水位予測結果（GPCP雨量使用，リードタイム1ヶ月） 
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